IOWA GRAIN QUALITY INITIATIVE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING

Friday July 10, 2009; 9:30AM – 2:30PM
GATEWAY CENTER HOTEL, AMES, IOWA

GOAL
The Grain Quality Initiative has been supporting projects related to post-harvest bioeconomy and bioprocessing of grains. In FY2010, the project areas have been condensed to two principal goals: quality control/quality management and bioprocessing impacts. The goal of this meeting is to discuss the planned projects, their background and connection to previous Advisory Committee recommendations and their likely future impact.

AGENDA

9:30 AM Coffee and rolls available

10:00 AM Welcome and introductions
College of Agriculture and Extension update (Gerald Miller)
Reorganization and the Special Initiatives.

10:30 AM Project presentations – results and future directions – bioprocess group
   Processing Database - Leader; Connie Hardy
   Fractionation - Leader; Chad Hart
   Feed usage- Leader; Pete Lammers

12:00 Noon Lunch Break (deli sandwiches in the same room)

1:00 PM Project presentations – results and future directions – q/c group
   Analytical support Leader; Connie Hardy
   Traceability/qms Leader; Charles Hurburgh
   Presenter: Brittini Brown
   Carbon footprinting- Leader; Gary DeLong, Novecta

2:30 PM Summary and Adjourn. We will be sure to end by 2:30.